

**Support For Refugee Students Is Urged; Some Might Be Here**

Acting upon word that the refugee students from the Canadian Government's relocation and repatriation program will include many from that country's technical schools, a meeting of MIT undergraduates interested in helping these students will be held in the evening this week. Those present are expected to arrange transportation and housing for a group of students arriving next week, with hopes of arriving at a later date.

John Holfendt '57, a co-chairman of this committee, expressed the hope that potential students will find opportunities for employment upon their arrival. TheStein Club, which which is sponsored by the Boston Stein Club and held in the chapel for this drive, is to add action to our going to the students to collect for steady ball handling and good passes.

The win, first over Trinity in nine basketball team a 74-65 victory over an inexperienced and underdog MIT Sidney L. Kaye and the acceptance of the MIT branch of Hillel was the high consideration was, "Resolved: that of national interest. The topic under of the refugees and give them a home, and funds. The funds for this project will be raised from tuition, room and board. The funds

Twelve schools, which agreed to take by Dartmouth, which signed a plan to help these undergraduates, possibly by sending them to school.

**Hillel Receives Ark, Scroll**

Presentation of the ark and Torah to the student body, to be housed in the Hillel building, was made by Gerald Cone '57, president of Boston Hillel.

Speaking after the presentation, Phyllis Gordon, and Rabbi Solomon of the Student of CCNY.

**Hoosters Spare In Opener**

A fantastic shooting average of 104 and a sparkling floor game gave an inexperience and understated MIT a 74-65 victory over Trinity College in their first game of the season at the new Hamilton Smith Center at Hartford.

The win, first over Trinity in nine years for the Tech quintet, was a tour de force for both the Scarlet and the Blue figures. Sophomore Bob Polit-

**MIT Teams Victorious In Debate; Tech Smooth Talkers Win 9 of 10**

The MIT debate team triumphed over twenty-one other schools in the sixth annual Yale debate competition held at Tufts last Friday and Saturday. Among the schools represented were Harvard; Princeton; and Trinity from the Ivy League. Others were Boston University, Brandeis, Williams, and Wellesley.

Topics for these debates are chosen by a panel of judges. For this competition the topics are the issue: (1) the affirmative and negative facet; (2) the of national interest. The topic under consideration was: "Resolved: that the United States should discontinue direct economic aid to foreign countries." Two teams, affirmative and negative, were entered from each school. Taking the affirmative for MIT were Bob Hillis '59 and Dick Becker '59. Opposing the motion, were Jim Clark '59 and Vera Porter '59. The tournament consisted of five rounds, with two teams for each participating school. MIT's

**Two Committees Will Shape Policy For Dormitory, Commons Changes**

Two new committees have been formed to cope with the changing dormitory situation. A Burton House committee, headed by Bernard Levy '58 was formed to the Wednesday preceding the Thanksgiving-giving holiday to decide upon a common acceptable to the administration and to the residents of Burton House. This policy will take into consideration two pending developments: 1. An outfit firm will take over the preparing and serving of meal; and 2. A new dining room will be built next term in Burton House.

The rules complaint lodged against the administration concerning the second point was that the students were not being given enough information. Although it is understood that the residents of the first floor of the 420 section must be evacuated during the mid-semester break, they do not know how many will be moved. From Fassett, in his meeting with the Burton students, also before Thanksgiving, stated that those resi-

**New Baker Resident, Is Harvard PhD, MIT Class Of '47 Prexy**

The new Baker House faculty resident, Alman Ford, moved into that dormitory on Sunday to take over the position vacated by Dr. Fassett, who was recently appointed Dean of Residential Affairs and is now living at the Graduate Div.-

Holland, a graduate of both MIT and Harvard, entered this school in the class of 1947, of which he became the Executive Prexy, of 1952-1953. He was enrolled in Course VI, with the intent of becoming a patent lawyer. After he finished his engineering education, however, after having Harvard Law School he became interested in literature, transferred to that field, and completed his degree in the spring of 1956.

Ford has been teaching here since the summer of 1055. "I came to MIT," he explains, "for several reasons. First, when you study in a liberal arts school most of your students are aiming to be teachers. This be-

**Face Clark Tomorrow**

MIT's basketball team will Open Saturday afternoon at 3:30 p.m. and will make up a three straight home game against Clark. The game's under-
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